Alfred Lee Loomis Innovation Council

The Stimson Center’s Loomis Council is a forum for America’s technology leaders and policymakers to share expertise, build innovative solutions to 21st century problems, and consider the future of U.S. technology policy.

Loomis Envoys

Loomis Envoys are sponsoring members that provide sustaining capital to support the work of the Council. The Center also is open to partners and external entities seeking curated, non-attributional insights from leaders in tech, data, and foreign policy. In 2022, we seek partners who want to establish a series of “track two” dialogues between U.S. tech and data industries and Chinese equivalents that build on the Center’s extant track two work.

BENEFITS

- Loomis Envoys will have access to the full Loomis Council including at least one opportunity to host an event focused on their company in which they are provided non-attributional insights from the Council;
- Full benefits of membership in Loomis Council;
- Invitation to briefings and VIP events with other Stimson groups such as Stimson Cabinet, Board, or EastWest Council;
- Custom, private briefings (1x year) with Stimson Center experts curated to address a topic or region of interest;
- Acknowledgement on Stimson website and at hosted events;
- Dedicated point of contact at Stimson Center.

ABOUT THE STIMSON CENTER

The Stimson Center promotes international security and shared prosperity through applied research and independent analysis, global engagement, and policy innovation.

For details on membership and sponsorship, contact the Stimson Development Team at development@stimson.org.